Information Extraction as an Ontology Population Task and its Application to Genic Interactions
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Abstract

Ontologies are a well-motivated formal representation to model knowledge needed to extract and encode data from text. Yet, their tight integration with Information Extraction (IE) systems is still a research issue, a fortiori with complex ones that go beyond hierarchies. In this paper, we introduce an original architecture where IE is specified by designing an ontology, and the extraction process is seen as an Ontology Population (OP) task. Concepts and relations of the ontology define a normalized text representation. As their abstraction level is irrelevant for text extraction, we introduced a Lexical Layer (LL) along with the ontology, i.e. relations and classes at an intermediate level of normalization between raw text and concepts. On the contrary to previous IE systems, the extraction process only involves normalizing the outputs of Natural Language Processing (NLP) modules with instances of the ontology and the LL. All the remaining reasoning is left to a query module, which uses the inference rules of the ontology to derive new instances by deduction. In this context, these inference rules subsume classical extraction rules or patterns by providing access to appropriate abstraction level and domain knowledge. To acquire those rules, we adopt an Ontology Learning (OL) perspective, and automatically acquire the inference rules with relational Machine Learning (ML). Our approach is validated on a genic interaction extraction task from a Bacillus subtilis bacterium text corpus. We reach a global recall of 89.3% and a precision of 89.6%, with high scores for the ten conceptual relations in the ontology.

1 Introduction

Emerging Information Extraction (IE) applications, like extracting biological pathways from bibliographical data-banks [29], require elaborated representations of the extracted results. Ontologies are an adequate formal representation able to convey such a complex knowledge, hence they become preeminent in the IE field, but most authors exploit it punctually. Their structure may be used as a basis to craft extraction rules [33, 15], or as a useful disambiguation resource. For instance, [11, 16] apply it to solve coreferences; [13] select relevant syntactic graphs from a parser using the structure of an ontology; [33] discuss the benefit of an ontology to solve some syntactical ambiguities relying on concepts’ arity. In most IE pipelines, ontology (often limited to a conceptual hierarchy) is only used to enrich the text with semantic categories. Information extraction is then delegated to the construction of so-called extraction patterns or rules, applied on their output (e.g. [19, 2, 13, 25]). Some authors have stressed the benefit to also use the ontology as the IE output language, in the context of Ontology Population (OP) [18, 21]. IE and OP share the same goal, namely to enrich a knowledge base with new instances specified in the ontology. Yet, ontology integration into an IE platform, beyond conceptual hierarchies, is still a research issue.

Here, we present an original architecture that fully integrates ontologies into the IE process. We illustrate its application to genic interaction extraction from scientific literature, where a rich modeling of the domain allows to extract information beyond the capabilities of current systems.

We refer to an ontology as a thesaurus (concept and relation hierarchies), along with a logical theory given as a set of inference rules (see e.g. [17]). In our approach, an IE system is fully specified by designing an ontology, and its conception is an OP task. In this context, the inference rules of the ontology subsume classical extraction rules or patterns by providing access to appropriate abstraction level, domain knowledge, and semantic inference capabilities of current knowledge representation languages, like OWL(-DL) or Flogic [24, 20]. Inference rules reasoning on
the ontology are able to gather information otherwise scattered throughout bibliographical databases, and to discover knowledge not explicitly stated in texts.

The ontology is seen as a specification of a decontextualized and normalized representation of the text, where an OP module processes the output of NLP modules, to produce relevant instantiations. However, as written by [14], ontologies are not necessarily useful to IE, in the sense that the granularity of the classes between a conceptual and a sublanguage model may differ. To bridge the gap between expressions in Natural Language (NL) and ontology structures, some authors introduce lexicon models [12, 10], to ground the semantic information to the linguistic domain. We follow this approach and introduce, along with the ontology, what we call a Lexical Layer (LL), i.e. relations and classes at an intermediate level of abstraction between raw text and concepts. As opposed to related IE works, the extraction itself, being done by the OP module, only normalizes terms and simplest lexical variations, in accordance to the domain ontology and the LL. More complex variations are handled by a query module, which derives new instances from the inference rules of the ontology, which may be deduced from the syntactico-semantic level using the LL, or from the semantic level.

Inference rules may be crafted by the domain expert as part of the ontology design, or automatically learnt by Machine Learning (ML) techniques. We focus on this latter case, which is considered as part of OL. However, as noted in [8], very few works are related to this approach, focusing more on taxonomy and non-hierarchical relation learning (e.g. [23]). Works of [22] are loosely related to our task, learning simple association rules to handle paraphrases, and more recently, [34] focus on learning non-domain-specific rules, like inclusion or disjointness statements between concepts.

3 IE as ontology population

Historically, following the “General Theory of Terminology” created by Eugene Wuster from the late 1930s, a term is defined as a word or a group of words which corresponds to a concept in a pre-existing conceptual model. More recently, some have criticized this doctrine [32, 5]: the conceptual model and the terms are not seen anymore as absolute notions, but as the result of an artificial and application-oriented construction process based on a domain-related corpus. In other words, the terminology is not discovered, but constructed. We follow this latter conception: our conceptual model, the ontology, is seen as a specification of a normalized vocabulary, used to represent a text by neglecting some aspects of the discourse, and keeping some other ones. IE lies in the normalization of sentence fragments as ontology instances, i.e. Ontology Population.

3.1 Ontology as a normalized vocabulary

Figure 1 (full lines) exemplifies a simplified ontology of transcription in bacteria. In this model, the “transcription” of a gene (“et”) from a promoter (“t_from”) may happen...
due to the action of a protein ("t by"). Furthermore, a protein results from the expression of a gene ("product of"), and a protein complex results from the assembly of several proteins ("complex with"). These concepts and relations are seen as establishing a normalized vocabulary, used to represent the sentence shown in figure 2. Note that, as a normalized representation, not all the meaning is kept. For instance, we do not stress anymore on the "DNA binding" nature of the "GerE" protein, and the fact that the transcription of the gene occurs from "several" promoters is lost.

The OP/IE goal is to automatically produce, from Natural Language inputs, a set of instances compliant with the domain ontology. This requires complex mappings between expressions in NL to ontology structures [12], going beyond mere class/label linking (like the rdf:label property of RDF [6], or the more complex properties of SKOS [7]). To bridge the gap, some authors introduce lexicon models [12, 10] to ground the semantic information to the linguistic domain. We follow this approach in an IE context, by providing a Lexical Layer along with the ontology. However, where the previous authors follow a linguistic point of view, by proposing a model to link ontology structures to lexical descriptions, we adopt an application-oriented perspective. Our LL is a task-dependent parameter, it comprises classes and relations required to link the output of NLP modules with the ontology. Its purpose is to provide a representation with sufficient expressiveness for efficient inference. These classes and relations define normalizations of text in intermediate stages of abstraction, between raw text and conceptual level. For instance, a LL relation may associate a syntactic label with an instance, or a syntactic relation between two instances ("subj") and object ("obj") relations in figure 1). The LL is described in the same language as the ontology, so the inference rules can benefit from it.

3.2 Platform architecture

In the following, we describe an IE system architecture taking advantage of the ontology and the LL, as shown in figure 3. Provided with a NL text as input, the ontology population module enriches the instance base. Terms recognized by terminological and NER modules are normalized with the relevant instances, and properly linked with existing domain knowledge. These terms show the simplest types of linguistic variations. The OP module also completes the LL instantiation from outputs of relevant NLP modules. Then, a query module answers to user queries with the set of relevant instances. Those instances can result from the OP module output, from domain knowledge, or being derived by deductive inferences from the rules of the ontology. Reasoning handles more complex linguistic variations, it takes place on a semantic level, or on a syntactico-semantic level, thanks to the LL. Answers are reported to a visualization module, which presents them in predefined formats.

3.3 Ontology population module

The OP module links outputs from the NLP modules to the ontology. For instance, the concepts of figure 1, like the protein concept, will be instantiated from the outputs of a terminological module. Classes and relations of the LL are also instantiated. Dashed lines in figure 1 exemplifies the declarative definition of the LL in the ontology. The concept of "regulation" and the concept of "dependence" are specified since, see figure 4, they are required to understand the presence of an interaction between proteins GerE and EsigmaK ("stimulate" is an instance of "regulation", and "use" an instance of "dependence"). In the same way, syntactic relations between instances are needed, and specified. Domain concepts are instantiated with a terminological module, and syntactic relations with a parser. Actually, the OP module produces a set of instances as shown in figure 4.

3.4 Query module

The query module allows reasoning on the instances extracted by the OP module (figure 4). It takes advantage of the inference rules of the ontology. Consider the following user query, related to the sentence in figure 2:
Figure 4. Ontology population module output.

?- p_dep(A, B).

which means “is there a protein B which binds to a promoter A?”. The query module will answer:

A = promoter,
B = GerE

The query module has inferred the “p_dep” relation, in bold line in figure 2, with a rule of the ontology, such as:

\[ p_{\text{dep}}(B, A) \leftarrow t_{\text{by}}(C, A), t_{\text{from}}(C, B), \]
\[ \text{protein}(A), \text{promoter}(B), \]
\[ \text{transcription}(C). \]

It means that “if protein A is responsible for a transcription event C from promoter B, then B is dependent on (i.e. may be binded by) protein A”. In the example, \( p_{\text{dep}}(\text{promoter}, \text{GerE}) \) is true as both \( t_{\text{by}}(\text{transcription}, \text{GerE}) \) and \( t_{\text{from}}(\text{transcription}, \text{promoter}) \) are true. The \( t_{\text{by}} \) relation was deduced from a rule like:

\[ t_{\text{by}}(B, A) \leftarrow \text{subj}(A, C), \text{obj}(B, C), \]
\[ \text{transcription}(B), \]
\[ \text{protein}(A), \text{regulation}(C). \]

In figure 4, \( t_{\text{by}}(\text{transcription}, \text{GerE}) \) is true, as \( \text{subj}(\text{GerE}, \text{stimulate}) \) and \( \text{obj}(\text{transcription}, \text{stimulate}) \) are true. Note that this second rule uses the LL to make syntactico-semantic reasoning. Finally, the visualization module exploits the query module to produce the final output, like the graph in figure 2. In the example, class instances come from a terminological module, relations in full lines are deduced, and instances in dashed lines result from domain knowledge: the “GerE” protein is known to be encoded by the “gerE” gene, and the “RNA polymerase” protein to include the “SigK” protein — itself encoded by the “sigK” gene.

4 Application to genic interaction extraction

The modeling of genic interactions represents a considerable scientific interest for biologists, as it constitutes a fundamental step in the comprehension of the cell behaviour. The understanding of which interactions genes can establish among themselves is essential, because biological functions and pathways originate from such interaction networks.

Although, in some cases, these interactions were long studied, the main part of biological knowledge concerning them is not described in genomic databanks, but scattered throughout scientific articles. The following sentence exemplifies the complexity of the task and the benefit of an ontology-based representation:

The degR gene is transcribed by RNA polymerase containing sigma D, and the level of its expression is low in a mecA-deficient mutant. (PMID: 10486575.)

To populate the ontology, the biological entities have to be recognized and properly linked. Simplest lexical variations (e.g. the recognition of “degR gene”) are captured by NER [30]. A term–concept connection is assumed by several task-related systems, which use mere conceptual hierarchies, without relation [25, 27, 33]. In our approach, we normalize a term as a subgraph of ontology instances, including domain knowledge: in the example, the term “RNA polymerase containing sigma D” may be represented as a protein complex relation between an “RNA polymerase” and a “sigma D” protein. All synonyms have to share the same representation (e.g. “EsigmaD” or “RNA polymerase sigma D”). We emphasize the terminology status: in [27], “RNA polymerase containing sigma D” is untagged, and protein “sigma D” is inaccurately regarded as the interacting entity. Furthermore, whereas most terminological works focus on nouns, we handle verbal terms: the terms “transcription by EsigmaD” and “transcribed by EsigmaD” will be identically represented.

Most IE systems are limited to extract a unique relation, and face a trade-off between recall and precision. Some, for example [33], focus on precision by extracting specific interactions (e.g. a protein–protein interaction), whereas others stress on recall using general relations [27]. Here, the ontology allows to overcome this trade-off by defining various conceptual relations: a transcription event between EsigmaD and degR, and a more general regulation between the mecA mutant and the degR gene.

Finally, as we motivated it earlier, we do not only provide rules processing on a syntactico-semantic level but, using inference rules of the ontology, we can reason at a semantic level. In the example, this allows to deduce that, although the second interaction of the sentence involves an inhibition (“level of its expression is low”), as a mutant gene is implied, mecA and degR are linked by an activation. Inferences may imply multiple sentences, inducing knowledge not explicitly present in the text, as we will illustrate it in section 4.3.
Table 1. List of relations defined in the ontology, and phrase examples (sub-terms of the relation are shown in italic and bold).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Example of related term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p dep</td>
<td>sigmaA recognizes promoter elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p of</td>
<td>the araE promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b to</td>
<td>GerE binds near the sigK transcriptional start site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s of</td>
<td>-35 sequence of the promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rm</td>
<td>$\sigma_{SD}$ is a member of sigmaB regulon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r dep</td>
<td>sigmaB regulon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t from</td>
<td>transcription from the Spo0A-dependent promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t by</td>
<td>transcription by final sigma(A)-RNA polymerase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expr</td>
<td>expression of yvyD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>et</td>
<td>KinC was responsible for Spo0A$\tilde{P}$ production</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Ontology of transcription in bacteria

We validate our system architecture by designing an ontology of gene transcription in bacteria that describes a structural model of gene and its transcription to which authors implicitly refer in their texts. The ontology includes some forty concepts, mainly about biological objects (gene, promoter, binding site, RNA, operon, protein, protein complex, gene and protein families, etc.), and biological events (transcription, expression, regulation, binding, etc.). We do not detail the normalisation of the biological terms as sub-graphs of this ontology, and we will focus on the ten defined relations in our ontology: a general, unspecified, interaction relation (“i”), and nine relations specific to some aspects of the transcription (binding, regulons and promoters). The specific relations are the following: promoter dependence (p dep), promoter of (p of), bind to (b to), site of (s of), regulon member (rm), regulon dependence (r dep), transcription from (t from), transcription by (t by), event target (et).

As an illustration of their semantics, table 1 gives, for each relation, a phrase example where the relation is used to normalise it. For instance, the third line in the table states that, in the sentence “GerE binds near the sigK transcriptional start site”, the protein “GerE” (in bold font) binds to (b to) the site “transcriptional start site” (in italics). The Ontology is designed in RDF with the PROTEGE editor [28]. Ternary and labeled relations are achieved by reification, and the inference rules are encoded in Prolog. The OP, query and visualisation modules are also built in Prolog. RDF to Prolog and Prolog to RDF translations are straightforwardly done, using the semantic web library of SWI-PROLOG.

4.2 Ontology learning

The inference rules of the ontology that allow to deduce these relations have to be learnt from a domain corpus. As opposed to previous approaches (see section 2), we do not use OL to acquire conceptual hierarchies or non-domain-specific relations, but learn inference rules that hold in the ontology. Learning takes place in the ontology language, and a domain expert has to provide examples defined as instantiations of the ontology. The expert creates instances of concepts and relations of the ontology from a corpus, some instances being output by the Ontology Population module. Target relations are specified to be logically implied by the inference rules; figure 5 exemplifies such annotation, the dashed lines corresponding to relations to learn.

Learning from such a relational language is known as Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [26], where the hypothesis and the example languages are subsets of first-order logic. Most learners handle learning in Datalog which is expressive enough for the task. In Datalog, examples are represented as closed Horn clauses, where the head of the clause is the target relation to learn. For instance, the example of the “t by” relation in figure 5 will be equivalently represented as the following:

\[
t_{by}(id2, id1) \leftarrow subj(id1, id3), obj(id2, id3), transcription(id2), protein(id1), regulation(id3).
\]

As several relations have to be learnt, learning is set into the multi-class setting where each target relation is learnt in turn, using the other ones as negative examples. Note that all the ontological knowledge is given as background knowledge to the ILP algorithm, like the generalisation relation between concepts. For instance, specifying that a protein complex is a protein etc. will be represented as a clausal theory:

\[
protein(A) \leftarrow protein\_complex(A).
gene\_product(A) \leftarrow protein(A).
gene\_product(A) \leftarrow rna(A).
\]

Processing an example involving a protein complex or a RNA, the learning algorithm now has the opportunity to choose the most relevant generality level (e.g. “protein complex”, “protein” or “gene product”) to learn the rules.
We validate the interest of using OL with a rich domain ontology by re-using the corpus of the LLL05 challenge [27]. It contains 160 sentences, in which we annotated terms, concepts and relations; 587 relations were labeled. This corpus provides dependency-like parsing of the sentences, following a normalised set of syntactic relations [4], with resolved coreferences. Output of NLP tools is complex and heavily noisy, making errors difficult to trace. Thus, to focus exclusively on the rules acquisition task, we enriched and manually curated the linguistic annotations of the LLL05 corpus.

The Lexical Layer was designed for those linguistic annotations. Briefly, we have introduced syntactic relations between classes, and syntactico-semantic classes aimed at factorizing entities which may share the same syntactical context (gene and protein, gene family and protein family, transcription and expression events). A sample of the ontology instantiation allowed with this LL is given in figure 5.

Eventually, the annotated corpus was used to produce the learning set. To help learning, we added a class of non-interacting biological entities, which was generated using the closed-world assumption. We used the multi-class ILP learner PROPAL [3] to acquire a set of rules for each relation; the non-interacting class was used as negative examples each time, but was not learnt. From the 587 relations, we excluded 46 relations, matched by expert rules that exhibited recursion or dependencies with other rules. We provided PROPAL with 541 examples from ten classes, and 10155 from the non-interacting class. We used ten-fold cross-validation, averaged ten times, to evaluate recall and precision of the extraction process. The results are shown in table 2. More specific relations (et, r_{dep}, rm) have little lexical variability, and reach especially high scores; on the contrary, more general ones (i, t_by), exhibiting greater variability, are noticeably harder to learn. Global recall and precision, experimented by merging the ten conceptual relations into a positive label, are consistently good, as shown in table 3. Results corroborate the relevance of our OL approach. Using an ontology to specify the IE task promotes the definition of multiple specific relations, whereas related IE systems specify only one interaction relation. From a ML point of view, this approach is beneficial as it implies more general learnt rules. For instance, with a single interacting relation, the sentences “sigma(H)-dependent expression of spo0A” and “sigma(K)-dependent cwlH gene” would need two rules to be matched (basically, patterns like “A-dependent expression of B” and “A-dependent B”); however, with our ontology-defined relations, the first sentence would be matched by the rules “A-dependent B” (“i” relation) and “B of C” (“et” relation), and the second sentence by “A-dependent B” (“i” relation). Thus, in the second case, the “i” rule matches two sentences, where two rules were previously needed.

### 4.3 Visualizing extracted instances

Using reasoning capabilities of an ontology allows a richer usage of the extracted knowledge. From the four following sentences:

1. SpoIIID binds strongly to two sites in the cotC promoter region;
2. SpoIIID represses cotC transcription by sigma(K) RNA polymerase;
3. Transcription of cotC by sigmaK RNA polymerase is activated by GerE;
4. GerE represses transcription from the sigK promoter;

the system extracts the genic interacting couples (spoIIID,cotC), (gerE,cotC), (gerE,sigK) and (sigK,cotC). Still, thanks to the ontology-based representation, the output of the system can be far more expressive. Figure 6 illustrates some outputs of the visualization module, following an increasing refinement degree. Graph 6(a) only shows the interaction between the spoIIID and cotC genes, whereas 6(b) figures a more precise description. spoIIID and cotC interact as: (i) the SpoIIID protein is the product of the spoIIID gene (relation product_of, from domain knowledge); (ii) a promoter depends on spoIIID (p_{dep}, inferred and not explicitly present in the text); (iii) the promoter is part of the cotC gene (p_of, extracted from sentence 1). The representation of 6(c) is even more specific: the promoter of cotC depends on SpoIIID as the protein binds to (b_to) a site included (s_of) in the promoter. These two relations were extracted from sentence 1, with the following learned rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{b_to}(A, B) & \leftarrow \text{subj}(C, A, V - N'), \text{comp}(C, B, V - N', \text{to})
\end{align*}
\]
Actually, the visualization module produces genic networks like shown in figure 7. Note that inferences are not restricted to a sentence: for instance, as the sentence 3 asserts that cotC transcription is activated by GerE, it is possible to deduce that it happens from the cotC promoter \( t_{from} \). This latter deduction permits to conclude that the cotC promoter is dependent \( p_{dep} \) of GerE. Implicit knowledge distributed into two sentences is therefore made explicit.

5 Conclusion and perspectives

Emerging IE applications, like ones from the biomedical domain, require complex knowledge representations, to both efficiently extract information from text and present exploitable information to the user. Ontology is a well-motivated formalism to represent such complex knowledge, but its tight integration to IE systems is still a research issue. In this paper, we proposed an original integration where an IE system is fully specified by designing an ontology, and its conception is an Ontology Population task. In this context, the inference rules of the ontology subsume classical extraction rules or patterns by providing access to appropriate abstraction level, domain knowledge and semantic inference capabilities of ontology knowledge representation languages. Inference rules reasoning on the ontology can gather information scattered throughout multiple sentences, hence discovering knowledge not explicitly stated in texts. We demonstrate the benefit of our approach by extracting genic interactions from an annotated corpus related to *Bacillus subtilis*. Our system provides representation and inference capabilities beyond current IE systems, at least in the biological domain: it achieves a good trade-off between recall and precision by using multiple domain-specific relations to model the complexity of transcription in bacteria; its output may be represented according to multiple abstraction levels, giving detailed explanations of the extraction.

In the future, the declarative nature of our system will allow its easy extension to other tasks and domains. Related to genic interactions, we want to handle more phenomena, especially inhibition/activation distinction, and non-genic actors (e.g. environmental factors). From an operational perspective, we aim at fully automatizing the OP module by linking it to available NLP pipelines.

Finally, we used a relational learning system to learn the inference rules of the ontology. A benefit of our approach is that it casts the important work on extraction pattern learning into the Ontology Learning paradigm. On one hand, as noted by [8], OL can benefit from “evaluation methods that are central to most machine learning work”, but on the other hand Machine Learning can benefit from Ontological Engineering in the development and motivation of knowledge representation languages. Notably, as the representation choice is a crucial step in ML, its declarative definition through the ontology is a significant contribution to the domain. Therefore, we plan more works on the text representation for learning inference rules, through a comparative study of several Lexical Layers.
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